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MICE is one of the drivers of tourism that can impact economic development 

in an area. Sibolga has the potential to become a MICE tourist destination 

because of its natural beauty, rich in historical and cultural heritage. However, 

the meeting facilities in Sibolga could not accommodate many people, thus 

requiring a convention center to accommodate the rapidly growing population 

without leaving any cultural characteristics there. A convention center is a 

place for people as usual groups (politicians, business people, scholars, and so 

on) can share knowledge and discuss a problem, new information, and interest. 

The design of this convention center aims to become a gathering center for 

visitors to seek information about things in Sibolga and its surroundings. In 

addition, the use of neo-vernacular architecture in the building is a 

manifestation of maintaining the traditional characteristics of Sibolga with a 

modern touch. The method uses the description method, which describes 

primary and secondary data with existing facts and then analyzes it to get 

conclusions. The design result is that the convention center, is expected to be a 

productive place to introduce and provide insight or knowledge. Attract local 

people and tourists to maintain and preserve the variety of arts and culture in 

Indonesia, especially in Sibolga. 
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1 Introduction 

The MICE (Meeting, Incentive, Convention, and Exhibition) industry is one of the fastest-growing segments 

in world tourism [1][2]. MICE is one of the drivers of tourism progress and a source of income, jobs, venture 

and foreign investment. In addition, the MICE industry provides opportunities for information sharing, 

networking and increased capacity, making it essential for intellectual cultivation and regional collaboration 

[3]. Therefore, the MICE service industry significantly contributes economically to developing countries 

[4][5]. Indonesia, as a developing country, has been recognized as one of the world's MICE destinations, as 

evidenced by the fact that Indonesia was ranked 46th in the world's MICE destination countries by The 

International Congress and Convention Association (ICCA) in 2012 [6]. MICE is a tourism event related to 

business [7]. Such as convention centre facilities can be used for considerable business potential. The 

convention center can cooperate with various activities, including entertainment, exhibitions, conferences, 
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accommodation, and restaurants [8]. The means of convention and exhibition are currently developing 

facilities due to the increasing needs of the community's life, which are already increasing. The background 

is by individuals who need a place for an event that can accommodate many people. Because of this, a city or 

district's facilities for conventions and exhibitions are very much needed to facilitate this need. 

The city of Sibolga has the potential to be used as a MICE tourist destination. The natural beauty of the 

mountains, beaches, marine parks, islands and special foods are a tourist's mainstay. Sibolga is also rich in 

historical, customary and cultural heritage that should always be preserved [9]. The location of Sibolga is 

also very strategic for tourist trips because the city of Sibolga is a central point for tourists who will continue 

their journey to the surrounding areas such as Nias Island, West Sumatra Province and Nanggro Aceh [10]. 

Based on the location survey the researcher did, the city of Sibolga already has a facility for meetings and 

various activities. However, because the building area cannot accommodate a large number of people (300 

people), Sibolga still needs a convention center to accommodate the rapidly growing population need a 

convention center. The convention center that will be designed is expected to become one of the icons 

among the famous iconic buildings in Sibolga. In designing this Sibolga Convention Center, an architectural 

approach is needed that elevates and preserves the local elements shaped empirically by a tradition but with a 

modern, contemporary icon. The Neo-Vernacular theme will be adopted in this plan without neglecting local 

traditional values. The Sibolga Convention Center design aims to be a gathering centre for visitors to seek 

information about things in Sibolga and its surroundings. A place to preserve culture and remember the 

history of Sibolga, as well as several supporting facilities such as rest areas and typical Sibolga hawker 

centres. 

2 Literature Review 

2.1 Convention Center 

The convention is meeting people to share knowledge about a concern or problem, then solving together in a 

group [11][12]. According to the Director General of Tourism, Conventions are activities in the form of 

meetings between groups (politicians, business people, scholars and so on) to discuss issues related to 

common interests or exchange information on new matters to be addressed [13].  

The convention building is a space used for meeting activities for many people with the aim of deliberation 

to discuss a particular problem or exchange opinions [14]. The convention center is a facility for meetings 

and performances without lodging facilities. Various forms of meeting accommodated in convention center 

buildings, such as meetings, discussions, conferences, seminars, forums, workshops, concerts or exhibitions 

[15].  

Based on the description above, it can be concluded that the Sibolga Convention Center is an activity centre 

that a community or organization usually carries out to hold an event, meeting, exhibition, or education, 
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which functions to support all activities so that the actions contained in the Sibolga Convention Center live 

and exist. 

2.2 Neo-Vernacular Architecture 

Neo-Vernacular architecture is an application concept in architecture that considers the cosmological rules of 

local culture in the life of society and the harmonious relationship between buildings, nature and their 

environment [16][17]. The application to the building is carried out both physically (facade and construction) 

as well as on non-physical aspects (concept, philosophy, spatial) to preserve local characteristics but with a 

modern touch [18].  

Neo-Vernacular architecture usually relies on two fundamentally opposing approaches: theoretical and 

conservative. The conservative approach is seen in performance, material, and traditional forms appropriate 

for the era. Meanwhile, the theoretical approach is the final physical form that follows the existing structure, 

and the point is that the architecture only follows the new functional provisions [19][20]. 

3 Methods 

3.1 Design Location 

The design of the location becomes an important factor. Therefore, it is essential to choose the right place 

based on the purpose of the function and the design theme [21]. The design location is Simare-mare, Sibolga 

City, Sibolga City, North Sumatra. The location selection is based on the overview of the city structure, 

achievement, service area, land size, ease of entrance, and ownership status (Tabel 1). 

 

Table 1 Site Location Criteria 

Criteria Location 

Overview of the city 

structure 

Located in an area dominated by community residential 

buildings and commercial buildings. 

Accessibility Access to the area can be traversed by public and private 

transport. 

Criteria Location 

Service Area Residents’ houses, houses of worship, hospitals, educational 

facilities, cultural and commercial facilities support each other 

in the site area and are easy to access. 

Land Size The size of the land that will be the location for the design of 

the Convention Center must meet the functional requirements 

for space and the planned facilities. 

Ease of Entrance The entrance site can be reached via the main road so that it is 

easily accessible by users. 

Ownership Status The ownership status of project land is owned by the 

government and is fully managed by the government and local 

communities. 
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3.2 Design Methods 

Solving design problems uses descriptive methods by describing primary and secondary data with existing 

facts, which will then be analyzed to obtain conclusions [22]. The methods are design ideas, data collection, 

design analysis, design concepts, pre-design, and design results. The method used in data collection is by 

conducting literature studies and field surveys. The literature study collected secondary data from several 

sources, such as theory, regulations, and acoustics related to discussing concepts. The field survey matches 

existing data and becomes a comparative design study. 

Data analysis was conducted based on the literature review results and data collection. This step is to identify 

the character of the design area, problems that arise, limitations, potential, functional requirements, 

characteristics, and development principles that will be applied to the Sibolga Convention Center. The data 

analysis process consists of user analysis, activity, site, indoor space, outdoor space, structure, utility, mass 

and appearance. 

4 Results and Analysis 

The basic concept of designing "Sibolga Convention Center" is to provide or build MICE (Meeting, 

Incentive, Convention, Exhibition) facilities that meet the appropriate standards for the city of Sibolga and 

implement the characteristics and culture of the city of Sibolga in the design of the Convention Center. 

4.1 Zoning  

Zoning Sibolga Convention Center is divided based on the function of use in this site; there are five primary 

zones: private zone, semi-public zone, public zone, green open space zone and parking (Figure 1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Zoning Sibolga Convention Center 

Captio
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Lingkungan street 
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4.2 Outdoor Layout 

The outdoor layout is also designed and placed based on zoning and function to maximize its function 

(Figure 2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Outdoor Layout 

 

4.3 Entrance 

Based on the analysis of the placement of the entrance that has been discussed, the building entrance will be 

placed on the left side. The concept of the entrance to the building is as follows the main entrance is from H. 

Zainul Arifin street because it is the main road (Figure 3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Entrance & Ekstrance 

Lingkungan street 

Lingkungan street 
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4.4 Mass and Facade Design 

The neo-vernacular design concept features traditional elements combined with modern architecture, and the 

neo-vernacular will feature conventional buildings that have evolved. In essence, a neo-vernacular design 

style is a form of design that appears as it is by displaying the original form of the local area where the 

building will be erected. 

The roof uses traditional Sibolga Pesisir roofs and Batak houses in Sibolga, which have been transformed 

into a more modern form (Figure 4). The walls use local materials such as red brick on the walls combined 

with modern materials, namely glass. The window uses double glass material with a current model. 

Ornaments use Batak carving ornaments on the facade of the building to describe the cultural diversity in 

Sibolga city. Selection of colours that are tailored to the function and user space. The chosen colour is earth-

toned to create a warm, shady atmosphere, blending with nature like the philosophy of life for the people of 

Sibolga. The exterior of the building uses grey, sky blue and brown colours (Figure 5). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 Front View 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Side View 

5 Conclusion 

MICE is an industry with a high speed in its development in the world of tourism which can improve the 

local community's economy. Not only that, MICE is a place for humans to exchange information and 

thoughts. Sibolga has the potential to develop MICE tourism because it has a beautiful landscape and culture. 

Therefore, the convention centre's design by applying neo-vernacular architecture is essential to maintain 

local elements. Using Batak ornaments will produce a work that can become the embodiment and new icon 

of the city of Sibolga. 
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